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SUMMARY
Genetic instability isamajorconcern for successful applicationofstemcells in regenerativemedicine.However,
the mutational consequences of the most applied stem cell therapy in humans, hematopoietic stem cell trans-
plantation (HSCT), remain unknown. Here we characterized the mutation burden of hematopoietic stem and
progenitor cells (HSPCs) of human HSCT recipients and their donors using whole-genome sequencing. We
demonstrate that themajority of transplanted HSPCs did not display alteredmutation accumulation. However,
in someHSCT recipients,we identifiedmultipleHSPCswithan increasedmutationburdenafter transplantation.
This increasecouldbeattributed toauniquemutational signaturecausedby theantiviral drugganciclovir.Using
amachine learning approach, we detected this signature in cancer genomes of individuals who received HSCT
or solid organ transplantation earlier in life. Antiviral treatment with nucleoside analogs can cause enhanced
mutagenicity in transplant recipients, which may ultimately contribute to therapy-related carcinogenesis.
INTRODUCTION

Life-long production of all mature blood cells is orchestrated by

self-renewing,multipotent hematopoietic stemcells (HSCs). Aside

from their critical role in homeostatic hematopoiesis, HSCs are the

only stem cells that are used routinely for therapeutic purposes.

HSC transplantation (HSCT) is performed in more than 40,000 in-

dividuals worldwide annually as a curative treatment for bone

marrow failure, severe immune deficiency, hemoglobinopathy,

inborn errors of metabolism, and leukemia (Pasquini et al., 2010;

Passweg et al., 2016). Furthermore, genetically modified HSCs

are used increasingly in individuals undergoing gene therapy for

monogenic diseases, such as severe combined immunodefi-

ciency,b-thalassemia, and sickle cell anemia, aswell as for cancer

andHIV/AIDS (Aiuti etal., 2002, 2013;Dunbaretal., 2018;DeRavin

etal., 2016;Xuetal., 2019).Becauseof increaseduseofHSCTasa

treatment strategy as well as improved transplantation protocols,

the numbers of HSCT survivors and their life expectancy continue

to increase (Bhatia, 2011). Currently, it is estimated that there are

more than 500,000 HSCT survivors across the globe, and this

number is expected to increase5-foldby2030 (Bhatia, 2011;Clark

et al., 2016; Majhail et al., 2013). Accordingly, the long-term safety

of HSCT, and of stemcell therapy in general, is becoming increas-

ingly important.
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A major concern for any clinical therapy using live cells is the

presence and acquisition of DNA mutations (Kuijk et al., 2020;

Thompson et al., 2020; Yamanaka, 2020). Unwanted mutations

may negatively influence the longevity of the administered cell

product, alter essential cell functions, or even predispose to ma-

lignant transformation. This concern has been particularly

related to therapies in which genetically engineered cells or hu-

man pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) are used (Andrews et al.,

2017; Avior et al., 2019; Lamm et al., 2016; Thompson et al.,

2020; Yamanaka, 2020). For instance, in a clinical trial using

autologous induced hPSC-derived retinal cells to treat individ-

uals with macular degeneration, administration of the cell prod-

uct was abandoned because the cells carried a novel mutation

of unknown significance (Mandai et al., 2017). Furthermore, the

occurrence of vector-mediated mutagenesis of gene therapy-

corrected stem cells has led to international guidelines to main-

tain the biosafety of this type of therapy andmonitor its recipients

(Collins andGottlieb, 2018; Hacein-Bey-Abina et al., 2008; Howe

et al., 2008). However, the genomic safety andmutational conse-

quences of the oldest andmost frequently applied stem cell ther-

apy, HSCT, remain unknown.

Here we aimed to systematically assess the mutational

consequences of HSCT in human recipients, using whole-

genome sequencing of individual HSPCs before and after
hor(s). Published by Elsevier Inc.
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Figure 1. Mutation accumulation associated

with HSCT in humans

(A) Schematic of the experimental setup to deter-

mine somatic mutations in blood progenitor cells of

HSC transplantation (HSCT) donors and recipients.

(B) Correlation between the age and the number of

base substitutions per genome in 51 single HSPC

clones of 5 HSCT donors and 9 HSCT recipients.

Each dot represents a single HSPC clone. A linear

mixed effects model of 34 bonemarrow clones from

11 healthy individuals (including the HSCT donors)

was used to construct the baseline. The 95% CI of

the baseline is depicted in gray. HSCT clones are

colored similar to (C), and non-HSCT clones of the

baseline are shown in black.

(C) The number of base substitutions in donor and

recipient HSPC clones shown in (B), normalized to

the baseline (expected number of mutations at that

age). Each dot represents a single HSPC clone. The

range of the normalized number of base sub-

stitutions of donor HSPC clones is depicted in light

gray. CB, cord blood; SIB, sibling; HAP, hap-

loidentical; D, HSCT donor; R, HSCT recipient.

See also Figure S1 and Tables S1, S2, and S3.
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transplantation. For this, we compared the mutation burden in

these cells with HSPCs obtained from healthy donors with

ages ranging across the entire human lifespan. We demonstrate

that the majority of HSCT recipients do not display enhanced

mutagenesis. However, multiple HSPCs isolated from two

HSCT recipients after transplantation showed an increased mu-

tation burden, which could be attributed to one specific muta-

tional signature. This unique signature is characterized by C >

A transversions at CpA dinucleotides with a strong replication

strand bias. The same mutational signature was present in six

hematologic malignancies, which occurred after HSCT, and in

two solid tumors of individuals who underwent renal transplanta-

tion earlier in life. These individuals had been treated for viral re-

activations after transplantation. By in vitro exposure of human

umbilical cord blood HSPCs, we prove that this signature is

caused by the antiviral nucleoside analog ganciclovir, which is

administered to immune-deficient individuals as a first-line treat-

ment of viral reactivation. Our study demonstrates that antiviral

treatment with nucleoside analogs after transplantation can be

associated with increased mutagenicity, which may ultimately

drive development of therapy-related malignancies.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cataloging somatic mutations in individual HSPCs of
human transplantation recipients
We performed whole-genome sequencing (WGS) of clonal

HSPC cultures of human HSCT recipients and their donors to

catalog all mutations that were present in the parental HSPCs

(Figure 1A; Jager et al., 2018; Osorio et al., 2018). We included

nine pediatric HSCT recipients who were transplanted with

bone marrow cells of an HLA-identical sibling donor (n = 3, sib-
ling 1 [SIB1]–SIB3), a haploidentical parent donor (n = 2, haploi-

dentical 1 [HAP1] and HAP2), or an anonymous umbilical cord

blood (UCB) donor (n = 4, cord blood 1 [CB1]–CB4). All recipients

had been transplanted for hematologic malignancies after

chemotherapy-based myeloablative conditioning. Clinical de-

tails are provided in Table S1. We analyzed HSPC clones from

residual donor graft cells collected at the time of HSCT and

from peripheral blood of the recipient, which was collected 1–

295 months after transplantation. At each time point, we

analyzed 2–14 HSPC clones per individual by WGS at a depth

of 15–303 base coverage. To filter out germline variants, we per-

formed WGS on DNA isolated from donor bone marrow mesen-

chymal stromal cells (MSCs), bulk T cells, or bulk granulocytes.

When a control was unavailable, we used the various clones of

the same individual for filtering (STAR Methods; Table S2). The

variant allele frequencies (VAFs) of the somatic mutations in all

HSPC cultures clustered around 0.5, confirming their clonal

origin (Figure S1A). Mutations that accumulated after the first

cell division upon plating the single HSPCs will not be shared

by all cells in the resulting clonal cultures and were filtered based

on their lower VAF (Jager et al., 2018; Osorio et al., 2018; Rose-

ndahl Huber et al., 2019). In total, we identified 15,691 clonal sin-

gle-base substitutions (SBS) and 927 indels in 51 assessed

HSPCs (Tables S2 and S3).We reconstructed phylogenetic trees

for all individuals and validated that most mutations in the as-

sessed HSPC clones were acquired independently (Figure S3A).

Furthermore, to exclude the possibility that these mutations had

been caused by artifacts during library preparation or

sequencing, we generated new libraries and re-sequenced the

genomes of five clones of two individuals. In total, we could vali-

date 1,049 of 1,070 assessed mutations (overall confirmation

rate, 98.0%; range, 96.5%–99.3% per clone; n = 5; Figure S3B).
Cell Stem Cell 28, 1726–1739, October 7, 2021 1727
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We detected 365 mutations (2.2% of the total) in coding regions

of the genome. None of these were nonsynonymous or trun-

cating mutations in genes that are recurrently mutated in hema-

tological neoplasms. To determine the extent of positive or nega-

tive selection that had acted on these clones, we calculated the

ratio of non-synonymous to synonymousmutations (dN/dS). The

maximum-likelihood estimates of this ratio always included 1,

indicating that the HSPCs had undergone neutral selection not

only during the in vitro culture period but also during life (Fig-

ure S1B). We did not observe any acquired structural variations

in pre- and post-HSCT clones.

Transplantation-associated mutation accumulation in
human HSPCs
We previously established a baseline for mutation accumulation

in normal HSPCs across the human lifespan and determined

that human HSPCs accumulate about 15 mutations per life year

(Osorio et al., 2018). To assess themutational effect of transplan-

tation, we compared the somatic mutation load in HSPCs

collected from human HSCT recipients after transplantation

with that of their donor’s pre-HSCT clones and with this healthy

baseline (Figures 1B, 1C, and S1C). As expected, all pre-HSCT

clones fell on the healthy baseline. To compare the post-HSCT

clones, wedefined the age of these cells as the age of the donor +

the interval after HSCT. In the majority of these post-HSCT

clones, thenumberof base substitutionswaswithin thepredicted

range of normal hematologic aging (ratio observed/expected,

0.6–1.3; Figure 1C). This finding was unexpected because these

donor HSPCs have regenerated an entire new blood system in

the recipient, which likely requires enhanced proliferation. Never-

theless, these cells did not accumulate additional mutations,

apart from those expected to occur because of normal aging.

In contrast, in two recipients, we identified 10 independent

post-HSCT clones with up to 12-fold more mutations than pre-

dicted based on their age (mean observed/expected, 5.15;

range, 1.33–12.5; 95% confidence interval [CI], 2.8–7.5; Figures

1Band1C),whichwas higher than in any of the pre-HSCT clones.

Both HSCT recipients were transplanted with a graft obtained

from an UCB donor (Table 1). Consistent with the pediatric age

of the subjects in our study, the number of insertions or deletions

(indels) was limited and more variable (Figures S1D–S1F). How-

ever, the number of indels in single HSPCs was generally within

the expected range and did not differ consistently between

HSCT donors and their recipients, including post-HSCT clones

with a significantly higher base substitution load (Figures S1D–

S1F). These data show that, although HSCT is not associated

with enhanced mutagenesis in most subjects, there are several

HSCT recipients inwhom (a subset of) thedonorHSPCsaccumu-

late substantial amounts of additional DNA mutations.

Transplantation-associated mutation accumulation can
be attributed to a unique mutational signature
Next we aimed to identify the processes underlying HSCT-

associated mutagenesis by deciphering mutational signatures

from the somatic mutation catalogs of the post-HSCT clones

(Figure 2). Such signatures reflect specific mutational pro-

cesses that have been active during the life of the assessed

HSPCs (Alexandrov et al., 2013, 2016; Behjati et al., 2014). In

HSPC clones with a normal mutation burden, the spectrum
1728 Cell Stem Cell 28, 1726–1739, October 7, 2021
was dominated by C > T transitions, which could be attributed

to a previously defined HSPC signature (Figures 2A–2C; Lee-

Six et al., 2018; Maura et al., 2019; Osorio et al., 2018). This

signature reflects clock-like activity of the predominant muta-

tional process in postnatal HSPCs during healthy life (Hasaart

et al., 2020), whose underlying mechanism is still unknown. In

contrast, in HSPC clones with an increased number of muta-

tions compared with the normal baseline, C > A transversions

were the most abundant mutation type, accounting for 40%–

87% of the total number of base substitutions (Figures 2A–

2D). The number of C > A transversions in these cells was

increased significantly compared with HSPCs with a normal

mutation burden (Wilcoxon test, p < 10�e5; Figure 2E). In

fact, the higher the increase in mutation load in these post-

HSCT clones, the more their spectra deviate from the mutation

spectrum normally observed in healthy HSPCs (Figure 2B),

indicative of an underlying mutational process that is not nor-

mally active. When considering their trinucleotide context, we

noted that the C > A transversions occurred preferentially at

CpA dinucleotides (Figures 2D and S2), suggesting a single

causative process. Indeed, mutational signature analysis re-

vealed that the increase in mutation load in these recipient

HSPCs could be attributed exclusively to a previously unidenti-

fied SBS signature, which we called ‘‘SBSA’’ (Figures 2C and

2D; Table S4). SBSA is characterized by C > A transversions

(86% of all mutations in SBSA), of which more than 90% are

NpC > ApA changes (Figure 2D). SBSA mutations occurred in

two of the nine individuals (22%) assessed in this study (CB2

and CB3). Of these, 6 of 6 CB2 clones (100%) and 6 of 14

CB3 clones (43%) harbored SBSA mutations. To establish

whether the SBSA mutations in these clones were also propa-

gated to mature blood cell progeny, we sequenced the ge-

nomes of bulk-sorted B cells and monocytes of individual

CB3. Subsequently, we assessed, for each mutation present

in CB3 HSPCs, the VAF in these mature populations. We could

detect early mutations (i.e., mutations shared between multiple

HSPCs, indicative of an ancestral progenitor) with relatively

high VAFs in these bulk populations (Figure 3A). Some of the

mutations that were unique to the individual clones could also

be detected, albeit at lower VAFs. Interestingly, many of these

unique mutations were C > ApA mutations, indicating that

SBSA mutations occurred later during life and are propagated

to mature progeny (Figure 3B). To confirm that SBSA is distinct

from previously defined mutational signatures, we calculated

its similarity to the signatures from the catalogue of somatic

mutations in cancer (COSMIC) database (v.3.0) as well as

with in vitro established signatures of environmental agents

(Kucab et al., 2019; Tate et al., 2019). A cosine similarity of

0.95 or more was used to indicate that two patterns are similar

(Blokzijl et al., 2018). We found that SBSA did not match any of

the previously defined mutation signatures (Figure 2F). SBSA

showed highest cosine similarity with, but was still distinct

from, SBS38, SBS18, and a potassium bromate (KBrO3)-

induced signature (cosine similarity of 0.83, 0.57, and 0.81,

respectively; Figures 2F, 4A, and S4C).

Molecular characterization of SBSA
SBS38, SBS18, and the KBrO3 signature have been attributed to

oxidative stress-induced mutagenesis, which is thought to be
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Figure 2. Transplantation-associated mutagenesis can be attributed to a unique mutational signature, SBSA

(A) Single base substitution (SBS) mutational spectra from HSCT donor and recipient HSPCs. ‘‘’’ indicates recipient HSPCs with an increased mutational burden.

For the 96-trinucleotide mutational profiles of the individual cells, see Figure S2.

(B) Age-adjusted number ofmutations in each single HSPC clone (dot/triangle) comparedwith its similarity to the healthy baseline. Similarity was calculated as the

cosine similarity of the 96-trinucleotide profiles. The colors of the symbols indicate the contribution of SBSA to the mutational profile of the HSPCs in the refitting

analysis depicted in (C).

(C) The contribution of the five signatures found by non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) to the mutational profile of each HSPC.

(D) SBS 96-trinucleotide mutational signature of SBSA as inferred by NMF of the HSCT donor and recipient HSPCs. See also Table S4.

(E) The ratio of observed versus expectedmutations of HSCT HSPC cloneswith SBSAmutations that have an increasedmutation load and of HSCTHSPC clones

that lie on the age line (top, Wilcoxon test) and the percentage of mutations that are a C > A transversion of the same groups of clones (bottom, Wilcoxon test).

(F) The cosine similarity between the SBSA signature and SBS mutational signatures from the COSMIC v.3.0 database and in vitro established signatures of

environmental agents (Kucab et al., 2019).
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driven by 8-oxo-guanine lesions in the DNAand subsequentmis-

pairing of this damaged base with adenine during replication

(Alexandrov et al., 2013; Brem et al., 2017; Kucab et al., 2019).

To determine whether SBSA also reflects oxidative stress-

inducedmutagenesis, we compared several genomic character-

istics of thesemutational signatures. First, because some known

mutational processes preferentially target a DNA context

broader than 3 bases (Pleguezuelos-Manzano et al., 2020), we

assessed the 10 bases up- and downstream of the C > ApA mu-

tations of SBSA. We compared this context with oxidative

stress-induced C > A transversions caused by KBrO3 (Kucab

et al., 2019) and a knockout of OGG1 (OGG1KO), which has a

central role in 8-oxo-guanine base excision repair (Boiteux

et al., 2017; Figures 4A and S4). C > ApA mutations in HSPCs

with SBSA were consistently associated with an increased inci-
dence of cytosines at position�1 and�6, of guanines at position

�2, and of thymines at position �3 (Figures 4B and S4A). In

contrast, this context did not occur in the KBrO3 and OGG1KO

C > ApA mutations, suggesting a different mutagenic cause

of SBSA.

In post-HSCT clones with high mutation load and contribution

of SBSA, C > A transversions demonstrated a highly significant

Watson-versus-Crick-strand lesion segregation (false discovery

rate [FDR] < 10e�12), which was absent in cells treated with

KBrO3, deficient for OGG1, and in HSPCs with a normal base-

line mutation load (FDR = 0.17, 0.29, and 0.48, respectively; Fig-

ures 4C, 4D, and S4E). It has been shown previously that such

lesion segregation reflects accumulation of mutagenic DNA le-

sions within a single cell cycle, which causes strand-specific

segregation of these lesions into daughter cells (Aitken et al.,
Cell Stem Cell 28, 1726–1739, October 7, 2021 1729
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Figure 3. Detection of HSPC mutations in bulk mature populations

(A) The phylogenetic tree of the HSPCs of individual CB3. At each branch, a bar graph is plotted. The number above each bar graph indicates the total number of

mutations in that branch. Each bar represents the VAF of a mutation in that branch of the tree in WGS data of the bulk-sorted B cells or monocytes of CB3. Each

bar represents a single mutation that is found in that mature population. Mutations that are not found in the mature populations are not shown.

(B) The 96-trinucleotide profile of all HSPC mutations that are found in each of the mature populations.

For the phylogenetic trees of all individuals, see Figure S3.
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2020). As a result, one daughter cell and its progeny only carry

mutations on the Watson or the Crick strand, whereas the other

daughter cell and its progeny carry mutations in the other

strand. These data suggest that the causative process of

SBSA operates during a short period of time, possibly even a

single cell division.
1730 Cell Stem Cell 28, 1726–1739, October 7, 2021
Next we assessed whether SBSA mutations are associated

with DNA transcription or replication. SBSA mutations showed

a small bias toward the transcribed strand (FDR = 0.016), but

they did not show enrichment in exons or gene bodies

(FDR = 0.11), suggesting that transcription-coupled repair can

resolve the DNA lesions causing SBSA but is likely not the
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main repair mechanism (Figures S4B and S4F; Haradhvala

et al., 2016; Tomkova et al., 2018). SBSA mutations were

slightly depleted in late-replicating regions of the DNA (FDR <

10e�4; Figure 4E), suggesting that the mutagenic cause or

involved repair process is not strongly linked to replication

timing. We noted that SBSA C > A transversions showed a sig-

nificant replication strand bias toward the leading strand

(FDR < 10e�23; Figures 4F and S4D), which indicates that

the mutagenic process underlying SBSA is directly coupled to

DNA replication (Haradhvala et al., 2016; Tomkova et al.,

2018). These data suggest that, unlike oxidative-stress induced

mutations, SBSA mutations in post-HSCT clones are caused

by erroneous DNA replication upon short-term exposure to a

mutagenic source.

SBSA is caused by the antiviral nucleoside analog
ganciclovir
To identify the mutagenic source of SBSA, we analyzed the clin-

ical data of our transplant recipients (Table S1). Both HSCT re-

cipients who harbored SBSA-positive HSPCs (CB2 and CB3)

had developed early viral reactivations after transplantation,

which required treatment with the antiviral drugs foscarnet (FC)

and (val)ganciclovir (GCV) (Table S1). Interestingly, GCV is a syn-

thetic analog of 20-deoxy-guanine and a competitive inhibitor of

deoxyguanosine triphosphate (dGTP) incorporation into DNA

(Seley-Radtke and Yates, 2018). FC is a pyrophosphate analog

thought to directly inhibit viral polymerase activity (Crumpacker,

1992). Because these compounds affect DNA replication, they

are likely candidates for causing SBSA mutations. To test this,

we exposed human CD34+ UCB HSPCs to GCV and/or FC

in vitro (Figure 5A). Although GCV caused dose-dependent cell

death at micromolar concentrations, which are also observed

in human plasma (IC50, 4.64 mM; Piketty et al., 2000), FC did

not induce cell death at any of the tested concentrations (Fig-

ure 5B). We then treated these cells for 24 h with 5 mM GCV

and/or, similar to previous publications, a 40 times higher con-

centration of FC (200 mM; Maggs and Clarke, 2004). GCV and

the combination treatment caused substantial DNA damage,

visualized by g-H2AX staining, whereas FC exposure alone did

not cause considerable cell death (Figures 5C, 5D, and S5C).

To assess the mutational consequences caused by these anti-

viral drugs, we subsequently performed a clonal expansion

step and performed WGS on 2–3 clones for each condition.

HSPCs exposed to GCV or to the combination therapy showed

increased numbers of SBSs compared with HSPCs exposed

to FC alone or untreated clones, with a bias toward C > A trans-

versions (Figure 5E). The number of indels was similar between

GCV-, FC-, and control-treated cells; no copy number variations

or structural rearrangements were found (Figures S5A and S5B).

Importantly, the 96-trinucleotide profile induced by in vitro expo-

sure to GCV was essentially identical to SBSA found in affected

individuals (cosine similarity, 0.999; Figure 5F). Similar to SBSA,

the C > A mutations induced by in vitro GCV exposure (and by

GCV+FC) were strongly biased toward the leading replication

strand as well as the transcribed strand, were depleted in late-

replicating regions, showed strong lesion strand segregation,

and had a similar extended base context as SBSA (Figures

S5D–S5H). These data clearly demonstrate that GCV is the

cause of the SBSA mutations.
SBSA mutations in cancer
Accumulation of somatic mutations is a key mechanism promot-

ing carcinogenesis. To assess whether SBSA mutations can

contribute to cancer development, we determined its presence

in the genomes of allogeneic and autologous HSCT donors

and recipients (Boettcher et al., 2020; Gondek et al., 2016;

Husby et al., 2020; Lombard et al., 2005; Mouhieddine et al.,

2020; Ortmann et al., 2019; Figure 6). To enable detection of

SBSA in these datasets, we developed a random forest (RF)

classifier. This machine learning technique employs the previ-

ously defined features of SBSA to predict whether a SBS origi-

nates from SBSA (Figures S6A, S6B, and S6G). We trained the

RF on pre- and post-HSCT HSPCs and on the healthy baseline

HSPCs depicted in Figure 1. Importantly, the RF classifier as-

signed the highest importance to nucleotides that were present

on the +1, �1, and �2 positions surrounding the C > A-mutated

cytosine, underlining the importance of the broader sequence

context of SBSA mutations. To prevent false-positive calls, we

applied the RF to 1,000 sets of randomly generated base substi-

tutions. The highest percentage of SBSA-positive mutations in

these random datasets was used to select the cutoff for ‘‘true’’

SBSA positivity, which was 2.3% (Figure S6G). To validate the

resulting RF and the applied cutoff, we tested its performance

on a control WGS dataset of HSPCs of a 60-year-old healthy in-

dividual (Lee-Six et al., 2018) and on a dataset of clonal hemato-

poiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP) mutations in bulk WGS

of 97,691 healthy individuals (Bick et al., 2020; Figure 6C). As ex-

pected, the RF identified less than 1% of SBSA-positive muta-

tions in both datasets, confirming the specificity of this classifier.

Next we applied this RF classifier to sequencing datasets of

human metastatic cancers (n = 3,668) (Priestley et al., 2019)

and of hematologic disorders after allogeneic and autologous

HSCT, such as clonal hematopoiesis (n = 290) (Boettcher

et al., 2020; Husby et al., 2020; Mouhieddine et al., 2020; Ort-

mann et al., 2019), therapy-related neoplasms (n = 9) (Berger

et al., 2018; Gondek et al., 2016), and relapsed acute myeloid

leukemia (AML) after allogeneic HSCT or chemotherapy (n =

44) (Christopher et al., 2018; Stratmann et al., 2021). In total,

the RF classified nine cancers of nine individuals as SBSA pos-

itive (Figure 6; Table 1). The first was therapy-related AML

(tAML; PMC11396), in which SBSA had an estimated contribu-

tion of 28% (Figures 6A and 6B). This individual had received

allogeneic HSCT for relapsed acute lymphoblastic leukemia

(ALL) with successful engraftment but developed tAML of patient

origin 3 years later (Table 1). Using the RF classifier onWGS data

of this individual’s tAML, the primary ALL, as well as three normal

HSPCs collected 3 months prior to HSCT, we found that only the

tAML was classified as SBSA positive (Figure 6A). This finding

was confirmed using mutational signature analysis (Figure 6B),

the ±10 nt context (Figure S6C), and replication strand bias (Fig-

ure S6H). The C > A mutations did, however, not display a Wat-

son-versus-Crick bias (Figure S6K). Although five mutations

were shared between the tAML and one of the healthy HSPCs

collected prior to transplantation (Figure S6F), none of these

were C > ApA mutations. In line with our in vitro findings, the in-

dividual was treatedwith FC andGCV for cytomegalovirus (CMV)

reactivation after HSCT.

The second SBSA-positive tumor was a donor cell leukemia

(DCL), reported in a study by Gondek et al. (2016) on clonal
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Figure 4. SBSA is characterized by lesion segregation and a strong replication direction bias

(A) SBS 96-trinucleotide mutational profiles of SBSA and oxidative stress-associated signatures of exposure to KBrO3 or knockout of OGG1.

(B) The �10:+10 nucleotide context of C > ApA mutations of five SBSA-positive HSPC clones, knockout of OGG1, and two KBrO3-treated clones. Each line

represents the mutation context in a single clone. Position 0 and 1 contain the C > A and subsequent A of the C > ApA mutations, respectively.

(C) The chromosomal strand and position of the cytosine of C > A mutations of two clones positive for SBSA.

(D) FDR-corrected p values of Wald-Wolfowitz runs tests on summed numbers of mutations and runs in each group.

(E) Enrichment/depletion of SBSA-positive HSPC clones, knockout ofOGG1, and exposure to KBrO3 in early-, intermediate-, and late-replicating regions. *FDR <

0.05. **FDR < 10�7

(F) Replication strand bias of the same data as depicted in (E).

See also Figure S4.
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Figure 5. Ganciclovir induces SBSA mutations in vitro

(A) Experimental setup of in vitro treatment of CD34+ human UCB cells with the antiviral agents foscarnet [FC], ganciclovir [GCV], and a combination of both. After

24 h of treatment, single clones are sorted into 96-well plates, expanded, and whole genome sequenced.

(B) Survival curve and ganciclovir treatment. For FC, no curve could be fitted because of the low percentage of cell death. 200 mM FC is not shown and caused

86% survival.

(C) Representative histogram of g-H2AX intensity of isotype, untreated, and ganciclovir-treated CB cells.

(D) The g-H2AX mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of three CB samples, each treated with each condition twice (Wilcoxon test). See Figure S6C for values per

sample and a positive radiation control.

(E) The number of SBSs of each of the treatment conditions (5 mM ganciclovir and/or 200 mM FC).

(F) 96-tri-nucleotide profiles of each treatment condition. The mutations of the untreated condition are subtracted from each profile to normalize for in-vitro-

acquired mutations.

See also Figure S5.
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hematopoiesis after HSCT and its progression toward malig-

nancy (Figures 6C and 6D). This individual (hereafter called Gon-

dek1) was transplanted for AML and developed a DCL 3.5 years

after HSCT. The mutation profile of this DCL scored high in the

RF (Figure 6C) and had a clear SBSA signature (Figure 6D),

whereas the graft material of this individual, collected before

HSCT, did not have these mutations.

Moreover, 4 of 44 assessed AML relapses were SBSA posi-

tive, and all individuals had been transplanted (Figures 5C and

5D; Christopher et al., 2018). Again, we confirmed this withmuta-

tional signature analysis, replication direction bias, and the

extended context (Figures S6E and S6J). Also, in this case, the

C > Amutations did not have aWatson-versus-Crick asymmetry

(Figure S6K). For 3 of 4 individuals, the medical history could be
obtained (Table 1). All three individuals developed early CMV re-

activation after HSCT and received GCV as antiviral treatment,

consistent with an approximate prevalence of SBSA in 14% (4

of 29 relapses after HSCT; 95% CI, 4%–29%) of AML relapses

after allogeneic HSCT.

Finally, the RF classified three tumors from a Dutch collection

of 3,668 solid cancer metastases as SBSA positive (Priestley

et al., 2019; Figure 6E). All three were liver metastases of solid tu-

mors (melanoma, breast carcinoma, and vulva carcinoma).

Intriguingly, although none of these individuals had received an

HSCT, two of three individuals had received a kidney transplan-

tation earlier in life. For one of these individuals, we could retrieve

the treatment history, which revealed that the individual received

GCV to treat a viral reactivation after the transplantation. Further
Cell Stem Cell 28, 1726–1739, October 7, 2021 1733



Table 1. Clinical information for SBSA-positive cancers

Sample

Primary

diagnosis Transplantation

(Second)

cancer

Viral

reactivations

Antiviral

therapy

(Second)

cancer driver

mutations

(C > ApA) Reference

11396 – Dx2 AML ALL HSCT AML CMV GCV FC N/A

633734 – relapse AML HSCT AML relapse CMV GCV NRAS

p.Q61K

Christopher et al., 2018

103342 – relapse AML HSCT AML relapse CMV GCV,

valganciclovir

Christopher et al., 2018

814916 – relapse AML HSCT AML relapse CMV ganciclovir Christopher et al., 2018

AML_015 AML HSCT AML relapse unknown unknown Stratmann et al., 2021

Gondek1 – DCL AML HSCT DCL unknown unknown SETBP1

p.T873K

Gondek et al., 2016

CPCT02090030T renal

insufficiency

kidney Tx vulvar carcinoma

metastasis

unknown unknown HRAS,

p.Q61K

Priestley et al., 2019

CPCT02110076T renal

insufficiency

kidney Tx breast carcinoma

metastasis

CMV valganciclovir Priestley et al., 2019

CPCT02340067T melanoma none melanoma relapse

metastasis

none none Priestley et al., 2019

ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; HSCT, hematopoietic stem cell transplantation; Tx, transplantation; CMV, cyto-

megalovirus; FC, foscarnet; GCV, ganciclovir.
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analyses confirmed the SBSA ± 10 nt context and replication

strand bias in the metastases of these two transplanted individ-

uals but showed no Watson-versus-Crick asymmetry (Figures

6F, S6D, S6I, S6K, and S6L). In contrast, the tumor of the non-

transplanted individual with melanoma did not show this context

nor bias (Figures S6D and S6I) and is therefore considered a false

positive result of the RF.

Three of the driver mutations in the SBSA-positive tumors

(SETBP1 T873K in Gondek1, HRAS Q61K in CPCT02090030T,

and NRAS Q61K in 633734) were C > ApA transversions, sug-

gesting a direct contribution of SBSA to cancer development in

these individuals. We estimated the probability of SBSA having

caused these mutations using a method published previously

(Morganella et al., 2016). The three mutations had a probability

of 84% (SETBP1), 90% (HRAS), and 97% (NRAS) to be caused

bySBSA. To test theoverall damagepotential of SBSA,wecalcu-

lated the enrichment of stop-gain, missense, and synonymous

mutations SBSA can potentially cause in 38 blood cancer driver

genes in the human genome to a background of random muta-

tions and compared this with SBS18, KBrO3, and clock-like

mutational signatures (Figure 6G). These calculations showed

an increased potential of SBSA to cause stop-gainmutations (ra-

tio of 1.6 for stop-gain compared with background) (Figure 6G).

However, this analysis does not take into account DNA accessi-

bility, DNA folding, and other extrinsic factors. To address this

issue, we calculated what percentage of hematologic cancer

driver mutations in the COSMIC dataset could arise because of

SBSA (Jaiswal et al., 2014). Of these hematologic cancer drivers,

7.8%of stop-gainmutationswere caused byC > ApAmutations,

whereas only 2.8% of non-synonymous mutations occurred in

the SBS context, confirming our previous results (Figure 6H).

These results identify the presence of the GCV-induced muta-

tional signature in several types of cancers of human transplanta-
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tion recipients and demonstrate its potential to cause cancer

driver mutations; in particular, stop-gain mutations.

In this study, we provide insight into the effect of HSCT on the

acquisition and causative processes of somatic mutations in the

transplanted stem cells, and into their effect on malignant trans-

formation. During normal human aging, HSCs are estimated to

acquire 14–15 SNVs per year (Hasaart et al., 2020; Lee-Six

et al., 2018). BecauseHSCsdivide approximately every 40weeks

(Catlin et al., 2011), this would mean that, if all mutations occur

because of stochastic replication errors, then eachHSCacquires

11 mutations per division. If 1,000–5,000 transplanted HSCs

would repopulate the new blood system and regenerate the esti-

mated average pool of 200,000 HSCs, then this wouldmean they

each need to divide 5–8 times (Lee-Six et al., 2018). This would

result in �60–80 more mutations per cell. However, the majority

of transplanted HSPCs in our study did not display an enhanced

mutation burden. There may be several reasons for this finding.

Post-transplantation hematopoietic reconstitution is likely medi-

ated by distinct HSPC subsets, perhaps reducing the prolifera-

tive demand on the most primitive HSPCs (Biasco et al., 2016;

Scala et al., 2018). Furthermore, current estimates of the human

HSPC pool are based on steady-state hematopoiesis, whereas

the number of HSPCs that contribute to blood formation (and

the number of cell divisions needed to regenerate the system)

may differ between homeostatic hematopoiesis and hematopoi-

etic regeneration (Lu et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2014; Weissman,

2000). Finally, as suggested in recent studies, the number of mu-

tations that accumulate in HSPCs as a result of errors during cell

division may be quite low, and time is likely to be themost impor-

tant determinant of mutation load (Abascal et al., 2021; Lee-Six

et al., 2018; Osorio et al., 2018).

Importantly, although we did not observe a general mutational

increase in all HSCT recipients, we do show that treatment of
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Figure 6. SBSA is present in transplant-related cancers and can cause cancer driver mutations

(A, C, and E) The percentage of RF-predicted SBSA mutations compared with the total number of mutations in samples of (A) individual PMC11396; (C) targeted

andWGSmutation datasets of autologous and allogeneic HSCT grafts and recipients, normal aging, age-associated CHIP, post-HSCT AML relapses, and post-

HSCT tMN cases; and (E) a DutchWGS cohort of 3,668 solid tumor metastases (Priestley et al., 2019). In (C), only samples with more than 1 positive mutation are

labeled.

(B) The SBS 96-trinucleotide mutational profiles of the primary ALL, pre-SCT HSPC clones (pulled), and tAML of individual PMC11396.

(D) Similar to (B) but of the SBSA-positive samples from (C) (Gondek et al., 2016). DCL, donor cell leukemia.

(F) Similar to (B) but of metastases that are SBSA-positive, predicted by the RF in a Dutch cohort of 3,668 solid tumor metastases from (E) (Priestley et al., 2019).

(G) Probability estimation of each signature in a tumor causing C > ApA driver mutations.

(H) The potential mutational effect of six SBS mutational signatures, including SBSA, in blood cancer driver genes, normalized to a ‘‘flat’’ background signature

with equal contribution of all SBS 96-trinucleotide mutation types.

(I) The percentage of COSMIC cancer driver SBS mutations in blood cancer driver genes that are C > A mutations or C > ApA mutations.

See also Figure S6 and Table 1.
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post-transplantation viral reactivations with GCV causes a sub-

stantial increase in the mutational burden and a unique SBS

signature in the transplanted HSPCs. We also identified SBSA

in six hematologic malignancies that developed after HSCT as

well as in two solid tumor metastases of individuals who had

received a kidney transplant previously, supporting the concept

that GCV-associated mutagenesis may contribute to develop-

ment of malignancies after transplantation (hematological or

solid). Indeed, we identified 3 driver mutations in these malig-

nancies, which could be attributed to SBSA with a high likeli-

hood. In general, mutations attributed to SBSA have a similar

chance of being missense mutations compared with age-related

signatures (i.e., SBS1, SBS5, and the HSPC signature), but a 1.6

times higher chance of being a nonsense mutation. In contrast,

we observed neutral drift for nonsense mutations in SBSA-pos-

itive HSPCs. Therefore, the enhanced rate of nonsense muta-

tions by ganciclovir-induced mutagenesis was at a rate below

our detection limit and did not lead to strong positive selection.

GCV is a 20-deoxy-guanine analog that competes with dGTP

for DNA incorporation, after which it is thought to inhibit DNA

replication (Chen et al., 2014). However, antiviral nucleoside an-

alogs have also been reported tomediate their effect by inducing

lethal mutagenesis of the viral genome (Loeb et al., 1999). Impor-

tantly, our data show that GCV is also highly mutagenic to

the human host DNA and provide insight into how GCV induces

mutations in human cells. GCV predominantly causes C > A

changes at CpA dinucleotides. The transcriptional strand bias

of GCV-induced mutations would be in line with a guanine

adduct-blocking transcription. Because GCV is a guanine

analog, one of the potential explanations would be that SBSA

mutations are caused by incorporation of the antiviral compound

into the DNA during replication. This would be a possible expla-

nation for why only part of the HSPCs of CB3 harbor SBSA mu-

tations. Following this hypothesis, if some HSPCs were cycling

during GCV exposure and others were not, only the former would

accumulate more SBSA mutations. Because the SBSA muta-

tions in the transplanted HSPCs displayed a Watson-versus-

Crick bias, the underlying lesions are not always resolved within

one replication cycle, in line with the idea that GCV is incorpo-

rated in the DNA. We did not observe the Watson-versus-Crick

strand asymmetry in the SBSA-positive tumor samples, which

generally had a higher number of mutations attributed to signa-

tures other than SBSA. This highlights the usefulness of studying

children, in whom the number of background mutations is low

and any SBS signature thus more pronounced. Finally, the repli-

cation strand asymmetry indicates that, if GCV would be incor-

porated, then this would occur more efficiently during lagging

DNA strand synthesis (Tomkova et al., 2018). However, our

data are not definitive proof of this mechanism underlying

GCV-induced mutagenesis and repair of GCV-induced lesions.

GCV is used for prevention and first-line treatment of CMV dis-

ease in transplantation recipients as well as in individuals with

congenital CMV infection and CMV reactivation in those with se-

vere immune deficiency or HIV/AIDS (Griffiths and Lumley,

2014). Therefore, its mutational consequences are likely to

have amorewidespread healthcare effect than only in transplan-

tation recipients. The mutagenic effect of GCV and its long-term

clinical consequences should be assessed in large cohorts.

Furthermore, we demonstrate that GCV-induced mutations are
1736 Cell Stem Cell 28, 1726–1739, October 7, 2021
not only observed in human HSPCs and leukemia but also in

solid tumors of different tissue origins, indicating that GCV can

be mutagenic for multiple cell types in the human body. Conse-

quently, GCV-induced mutagenesis in other tissues needs to be

investigated to fully characterize the contribution of this antiviral

nucleoside analog to carcinogenesis.

In conclusion, our study demonstrates that treatment of hu-

man transplantation recipients with the antiviral compound

GCV can lead to increased mutation accumulation, which may

ultimately contribute to carcinogenesis. In contrast, FC, which

is often used interchangeably withGCV, is notmutagenic, poten-

tially providing a safer alternative. Our study emphasizes the clin-

ical relevance of stem cell therapy-associated mutagenesis in

humans and urges careful surveillance of HSCT recipients to

detect and prevent long-term morbidity.

Limitations of the study
First, although use of in vitro clonal expansion allows us to cata-

log genome-wide mutations in single HSPCs, it may preferen-

tially select HSPCs with enhanced proliferative capacity. We

show that the assessed clones had undergone neutral selection

for missense and nonsense mutations. In addition, we show that

HSPCs with GCV-induced DNA damage still grow out in vitro, al-

lowing their detection in our assay. However, we cannot exclude

the possibility that other kinds of damage might alter clonal

outgrowth efficiency and therefore influence which clones are

sequenced.

Second, given that a healthy individual has about 200,000

HSPCs (Lee-Six et al., 2018), the number of HSPCs sequenced

for each subject is limited. Although the vast majority of HSPCs

in non-GCV-treated HSCT recipients had a normal mutation

load, it cannot be excluded that 1 or a few non-assessed HSPCs

did acquire additional HSCT-related mutations.

Finally, we show that GCV, a drug that is frequently adminis-

tered after HSCT, can be mutagenic. Additional research is

required to pinpoint the precise mechanism underlying GCV

mutagenesis and the repair of GCV-induced lesions. Also, the

mutagenic effect of GCV and its long-term clinical consequences

should be assessed in large cohorts. Similarly, inducedmutagen-

esis in other tissues needs to be investigated to fully characterize

the contribution of this antiviral nucleoside analog to carcinogen-

esis. Because HSCT is a heterogeneous procedure with many

genotoxic exposures, we cannot exclude the possibility that

other transplantation-related events that are not covered in our

cohort may induce mutations in a subgroup of HSCT recipients.
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Antibodies

CD34-BV421, clone 561 BioLegend Cat# 343609; RRID: AB_2561358

CD38-PE, clone HIT2 BioLegend Cat# 303505; RRID: AB_314357

CD45RA-PerCp/Cy5.5, clone HI100 BioLegend Cat# 304121; RRID: AB_893358

CD49f-PE/Cy7, clone GoH3 BioLegend Cat# 313622; RRID: AB_2561705

CD90-APC, clone 5E10 BioLegend Cat# 328113; RRID: AB_893440

Lineage(CD3/CD14/CD19/CD20/CD56)-

FITC, clones UCHT1, HCD14,

HIB19, HCD56)

BioLegend Cat# 348701; RRID: AB_10644012

CD11c-FITC, clone 3.9 BioLegend Cat# 301603; RRID: AB_314173

CD16-FITC, clone 3G8 Cat# 302005; RRID: AB_314205

Anti-phospho-gH2AX-FITC, clone,

JBW301

Merk Cat# 16-202A; RRID: AB_568825

Mouse IgG-FITC isotype control Merk Cat# 12-487; RRID: AB_436046

Biological samples

HSCT donor bone marrow samples Wilhelmina Children’s Hospital and

University Medical Center Utrecht

N/A

HSCT recipient blood samples, Sib1, Sib3 Wilhelmina Children’s Hospital and

University Medical Center Utrecht

N/A

HSCT recipient blood/bone marrow

samples, Sib2, UCB1, UCB2, UCB3

Princess Máxima Center for Pediatric

Oncology

N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

LymphoprepTM density gradient medium Stem Cell Technologies Cat# 07851

BD Vactutainer heparin tubes BD Biosciences Cat# 368480

Recombinant human thrombopoietin (TPO) Preprotech Cat# 300-18

Recombinant human stem cell factor (SCF) Preprotech Cat# 300-07

Recombinant human FLT3-L Preprotech Cat# 300-19

Recombinant human IL-6 Preprotech Cat# 200-06

Recombinant human IL-3 Preprotech Cat# 160-01

UM729 StemCell technologies Cat# 72332

StemRegenin-1 StemCell technologies Cat# 72342

Primocin Invivogen Cat# ant-pm-1

QIAamp DNA Micro kit QIAgen Cat# 56304

Formaldehyde solution Sigma- Aldrich Cat# F8775-25ML

Methanol Sigma- Aldrich Cat# 34860

Saponin Millipore Cat# 558255

BSA Sigma- Aldrich Cat# A7030-10G

HEPES Thermo-Fisher Scientific Cat# 15630106

PBS Thermo-Fisher Scientific Cat# 14190

DMSO Sigma- Aldrich Cat# D2438

EDTA Sigma- Aldrich Cat# T4049

NaN3 Sigma- Aldrich Cat# 71289

FBS Sigma- Aldrich Cat# A4766801

Ganciclovir Sigma- Aldrich Cat# SML2346

Foscarnet sodium Sigma- Aldrich Cat# BP623
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Deposited data

Whole-genome sequence data from this

article

This paper European Genome-Phenome Archive

(EGA; https://ega-archive.org/ega/home).

Accession Number

EGA:EGAS00001004926

Software and algorithms

Whole genome sequencing read alignment

and mutation calling pipeline

https://github.com/UMCUGenetics/IAP

SNV filtering pipeline https://github.com/ToolsVanBox/SMuRF/

Indel filtering pipeline https://github.com/ToolsVanBox/SMuRF/

R v3.6 R Core Team, 2020 https://www.R-project.org/

MutationalPatterns R package v3.0.1 Blokzijl et al., 2016 http://bioconductor.org/packages/3.12/

bioc/html/MutationalPatterns.html

ggeffects R package v 0.14.2 L€udecke, 2018 N/A

lme4 R package v1.1-21 Bates et al., 2015 N/A

randomForest R package v4.6-14 Liaw and Wiener, 2002 N/A

ggplot2 R package v3.2.1 Wickham, 2016 N/A

Riverplot R package v0.6 Weiner, 2017 N/A

dndscv R package v0.0.1.0 https://github.com/im3sanger/dndscv

Burrows-Wheeler Aligner v0.5.9

mapping tool

Li and Durbin, 2010 N/A

SAMTOOLS Li et al., 2009 N/A

Structural variant caller grids-purple-linx Cameron et al., 2019 https://github.com/hartwigmedical/gridss-

purple-linx

Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) Thorvaldsdóttir et al., 2013 N/A

Gencode v33 Frankish et al., 2019 https://www.gencodegenes.org/human/

release_33.html

Encode Davis et al., 2018 https://www.encodeproject.org/

Blueprint Stunnenberg et al., 2016 http://dcc.blueprint-epigenome.eu/

Bedtools Quinlan and Hall, 2010 https://bedtools.readthedocs.io/

UCSC liftOver https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/

hgLiftOver
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Ruben van

Boxtel (r.van.boxtel@prinsesmaximacentrum.nl).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
The datasets generated during this study are available at EGA (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ega/), accession number EGA:E-

GAS00001004926. Most of the scripts used during this study are available at https://github.com/ToolsVanBox/ and in the Mutatio-

nalPatterns R package (see above). Other scripts are available upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

HSCT donor/recipient bone marrow and blood
Bonemarrow cells of the HSCT donor were collected through the HSCT Biobank of the University Medical Center Utrecht. Peripheral

blood and bone marrow of the HSCT recipients was obtained from the HSCT Biobank of the UMC Utrecht (SIB1 and SIB3), the Bio-

bank of the Princess Máxima Center (CB1, CB2), or collected fresh by venipuncture into vacutainer tubes containing sodium heparin

(SIB2, CB3, CB4, HAP1 donor and recipient, HAP2 donor and recipient). Details on samples and participants are depicted in Tables
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S1 and S2. Informed consent was obtained from all participants and their caregivers. This study was approved by the

Biobank Committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht (protocol number 18-231 and 19-737) and by the Medical Ethical Com-

mittee Utrecht (protocol number 19-243).

METHOD DETAILS

Cell isolation and flow cytometry
Mononuclear cells were isolated from whole blood and bone marrow using Lymphoprep density gradient separation (StemCell

Technologies, Catalog# 07851). Single hematopoietic progenitor cells were sorted on a SH800S cell sorter (Sony), according to

previously published methods (Osorio et al., 2018). The following combinations of cell surface markers were used to define cell pop-

ulations : HSC: Lineage-CD34+CD38-CD45RA-CD90+CD11c-CD16- or Lineage-CD34+CD38-CD45RA-CD49f+CD11c-CD16-;

MPP: Lineage-CD34+CD38-CD45RA-CD90-CD49f-CD11c-CD16-. Flow cytometry data were analyzed using the Sony SH800S

Software (Sony). Polyclonal mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) were isolated from donor bone marrow samples by plating 0.5-

1x106 donor cells in tissue-culture treated dishes in DMEM-F12 medium (GIBCO), supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS)

and 1x Glutamax (GIBCO). Medium was replaced every 2-3 days to remove non-adherent cells. After 4-6 weeks, the adherent

MSC fraction was isolated and used as a germline control.

FACS antibodies
The following antibodies were obtained from Biolegend and were used for HSPC isolation: CD34-BV421 (clone 561, 1:20; RRID

AB_2561358); CD38-PE (clone HIT2, 1:50; RRID AB_314357), CD90-APC (clone 5E10, 1:200; RRID AB_893440), CD45RA-PerCP/

Cy5.5 (clone HI100, 1:20; RRID AB_893358); CD49f-PE/Cy7 (clone GoH3, 1:100; RRID AB_2561705); CD16-FITC (clone 3G8,

1:100; RRID AB_314205); CD11c-FITC (clone 3.9, 1:20; RRID AB_314173), Lineage (CD3/CD14/CD19/CD20/CD56)-FITC (clones

UCHT1, HCD14, HIB19, HCD56, 1:20; RRID AB_10644012). The following antibodies were obtained from Merk and were used for

g-H2AX expression staining: anti-phospho-histone H2A.X (Ser139) FITC conjugate (clone JBW301, 1:200; RRID AB_568825), mouse

IgG FITC isotype control (1:200; RRID AB_436046).

Establishment of clonal HSPC cultures
HSPCs were index-sorted as single cells into round-bottom 384-well plates. Cells were cultured in StemSpan SFEM medium sup-

plemented with SCF (100 ng/mL); FLT3-L (100 ng/mL); TPO (50 ng/mL); IL-6 (20 ng/mL) and IL-3 (10 ng/mL); UM729 (500 nM) and

StemRegenin-1 (750 nM). After 3-6 weeks of culture at 37�C and 5% CO2, confluent colonies were collected for DNA isolation and

sequencing.

Antiviral treatment of primary CD34+ cells in vitro

CD34+ cells were isolated from human umbilical cord blood by lymphoprep gradient separation and subsequent positive selection

using the CD34+- UltraPure kit (Miltenyi Biotec) according to manufacturer’s instructions. After an overnight incubation at 37�C, 5%
O2 and 5%CO2, cells were treated with increasing concentrations of the following antiviral compounds: ganciclovir (Sigma Aldrich),

foscarnet sodium (Sigma Aldrich), a combination of the two compounds or DMSO as vehicle control. Cells were incubated for 24

hours, after which DNA damage as assessed by g-H2AX-staining and by WGS of clonally expanded cells.

For g-H2AX-staining, 100,000-200,000 CD34+ cells were resuspended in permeabilization buffer containing 0.5% saponin, 0.5%

BSA, 10mM HEPES, 140mM NaCl, 2.5mM CaCl2 in water, pH 7.4, sterile filtered. Anti-yH2A.X (Ser139) FITC (Merk) or Mouse IgG

isotype antibody (X) were added to samples and cells were incubated for 20 min on ice. After staining, cells were washed with

0.1% saponin in PBS and resuspended in FACS buffer (1x PBS, 2%–5% FBS, 2mM EDTA, 2mMNaN3) prior to flow cytometric anal-

ysis. For analysis of single-cell mutagenesis caused by antiviral treatment, CD34+ cells were sorted as single cells into flat-bottom

384-well plates (Greiner), using the same antibody mix and sorting strategy as for bone marrow and peripheral blood HSPCs. Cells

were clonally expanded for 4-6 weeks, after which DNA was isolated (QIAamp DNA micro kit, QIAGEN) and sent for whole genome

sequencing.

Analysis of g-H2AX expression by flow cytometry
After drugs incubation, cells were harvested andwashedwith PBS. 100.000-200.000 CD34+ cells were resuspended in ice-cold fixa-

tive solution (2.5% formaldehyde and 0.93%methanol in sterile filtered PBS), incubated for 20 min at 4�C and transferred to a 96 well

plate. Fixed sampleswerewashed twicewith PBS. Next, cells were resuspended in permeabilization buffer containing 0.5%saponin,

0.5% BSA, 10mM HEPES, 140mM NaCl, 2.5mM CaCl2 in water, pH 7.4, sterile filtered. Anti-yH2A.X (Ser139) FITC (Merk) or Mouse

IgG isotype antibody (X) were added to samples and cells were incubated for 20 min on ice. After staining, cells were washed with

0.1% saponin in PBS and resuspended in FACS buffer (1x PBS, 2%–5% FBS, 2mM EDTA, 2mMNaN3) prior to flow cytometric anal-

ysis on a Beckman Coulter CytoFLEX S.

Whole genome sequencing
DNA was isolated from the clonally expanded HSPCs using the DNeasy DNA Micro Kit (QIAGEN), according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. Libraries for Illumina sequencing were generated from 20-50 ng of genomic DNA using standard protocols (Illumina).
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Samples were sequenced to 15-30x base coverage (2 3 150 bp) on an Illumina NovaSeq 6000 system. Sequence reads

weremapped against the human reference genome (GRCh38) using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner v0.7.5amapping tool with settings

‘bwa mem –c 100 –M’ (Li et al., 2009). Sequence reads were marked for duplicates using Sambamba v0.6.8. Realignment was per-

formed using the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) version 3.8-1-0 (DePristo et al., 2011). A description of the complete data analysis

pipeline is available at: https://gihub.com/UMCUGenetics/IAP.

Structural variants
Structural variant calling was done with the GRIDSS-purple-linx pipeline of the Hartwig Medical Foundation(Cameron et al., 2019). All

resulting structural variants were checked by hand in the IGV(Thorvaldsdóttir et al., 2013) and false positive results were excluded.

SVs could only be inspected of patients for which an MSC normal control was available.

Mutation calling and filtering
Raw variants were multisample-called by using the GATK HaplotypeCaller and GATK-Queue with default settings and

additional option ‘EMIT_ALL_CONFIDENT_SITES’. The quality of variant and reference positions was evaluated by using GATK Var-

iantFiltration with options -snpFilterName SNP_LowQualityDepth -snpFilterExpression ‘‘QD < 2.0’’ -snpFilterName SNP_Mapping-

Quality -snpFilterExpression ‘‘MQ < 40.0’’ -snpFilterName SNP_StrandBias -snpFilterExpression ‘‘FS > 60.0’’ -snpFilterName

SNP_HaplotypeScoreHigh -snpFilterExpression ‘‘HaplotypeScore > 13.0’’ -snpFilterName SNP_MQRankSumLow -snpFilterEx-

pression ‘‘MQRankSum < �12.5’’ -snpFilterName SNP_ReadPosRankSumLow -snpFilterExpression ‘‘ReadPosRankSum < �8.0’’

-snpFilterName SNP_HardToValidate -snpFilterExpression ‘‘MQ0 >= 4 && ((MQ0 / (1.0 * DP)) > 0.1)’’ -snpFilterName SNP_LowCo-

verage -snpFilterExpression ‘‘DP < 5’’ -snpFilterName SNP_VeryLowQual -snpFilterExpression ‘‘QUAL < 30’’ -snpFilterName

SNP_LowQual -snpFilterExpression ‘‘QUAL >= 30.0 && QUAL < 50.0 ’’ -snpFilterName SNP_SOR -snpFilterExpression ‘‘SOR >

4.0’’ -cluster 3 -window 10 -indelType INDEL -indelType MIXED -indelFilterName INDEL_LowQualityDepth -indelFilterExpression

‘‘QD < 2.0’’ -indelFilterName INDEL_StrandBias -indelFilterExpression ‘‘FS > 200.0’’ -indelFilterName INDEL_ReadPosRankSum-

Low -indelFilterExpression ‘‘ReadPosRankSum < �20.0’’ -indelFilterName INDEL_HardToValidate -indelFilterExpression

‘‘MQ0 >= 4 && ((MQ0 / (1.0 * DP)) > 0.1)’’ -indelFilterName INDEL_LowCoverage -indelFilterExpression ‘‘DP < 5’’ -indelFilterName

INDEL_VeryLowQual -indelFilterExpression ‘‘QUAL < 30.0’’ -indelFilterName INDEL_LowQual -indelFilterExpression ‘‘QUAL >=

30.0 && QUAL < 50.0’’ -indelFilterName INDEL_SOR -indelFilterExpression ‘‘SOR > 10.0.’’ To obtain high-quality somatic mutation

catalogs, we applied post-processing filters as described (scripts available at: https://github.com/ToolsVanBox/SMuRF) (Blokzijl

et al., 2016). Briefly, we considered variants at autosomal or X chromosomes without any evidence from a paired control sample

if available (MSCs isolated from the same bone marrow); passed by VariantFiltration with a GATK phred-scaled quality score R

100; a base coverage of at least 10X (30X samples) or 7X (15X samples) in the clonal and paired control sample; a mapping quality

(MQ) score of 60; no overlap with single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Database v146;

and absence of the variant in a panel of unmatched normal human genomes (BED-file available upon request). We additionally filtered

base substitutions with a GATK genotype score (GQ) lower than 99 or 10 in clonal or paired control sample, respectively. For indels,

we filtered variants with aGQ score lower than 99 in both clonal and paired control sample. In addition, for both SNVs and INDELs, we

only considered variants with a variant allele frequency of 0.3 or higher for 30x coverage, and 0.15 or higher for 15x coverage in the

clones to exclude in vitro accumulated mutations (Blokzijl et al., 2016; Jager et al., 2018). For patients for which no matched MSC,

T cell or granulocyte control was available and clones were sequenced to 30x, we excludedmutations that were clonally present in all

clones of the patient, or that were subclonally present in any clone of the patient. For patient CB3 no MSC control was available, and

all clones were sequenced to 15x. For patient CB2 no control was available and three out of six cells were sequenced to 30x. For this

sample, we applied the same filtering and in addition, we also filtered mutations that were not confidently absent in at least one sam-

ple. Lastly, we filtered outmutations that were clonal and/or failedQC in all, or all but oneHSPC clones in that patient, as this suggests

germline mutations that are missed in one or multiple cells due to low quality mapping or low coverage. Cells of these patients were

re-sequenced to validate this approach.

Validation by re-sequencing
From leftover DNA of five HSPC clones included in this study, DNA libraries were constructed, sequenced to 15x and, processed as

described above. 2 samples of patient CB2 that were previously sequenced to 30x and 3 samples of CB2 that were previously

sequenced to 15x were included. Four out of these 5 harbored a high number of SBSAmutations. Mutations were deemed validated

if the same mutations was found at a VAF of 0.15 or higher in the re-sequenced 15X sample.

HSPC mutation detection in bulk mature populations
For patient CB3, bulk B cells and bulk monocytes were sequenced to 30x and processed as described above, and the VAF of all

mutations present in one ormultiple HSPCs in this samplewere assessed in these samples. All variants found in at least one reference

allele were included in the analysis of Figure S4.

Baseline
For the baseline of age-related mutation accumulation in normal HSPCs, only autosomal chromosomes were considered. HSCT

donor cells were used as part of the baseline. The number of SNVs or INDELs reported are normalized for the length of CALLABLE
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loci reported byGATKCallableLoci. For the slope estimation, the linearmixed-effectsmodel was used to take donor dependency into

account and the p values are indicated in the figures using lme4 package in R (Bates et al., 2015). The 0.95 confidence interval was

calculated using the ggeffects package in R (L€udecke, 2018). For comparison with the base line, we defined age of recipient HSPCs

as the interval since birth, i.e., age of the donor added to the interval after HSCT. Plotting was donewith ggplot2 in R (Wickham, 2016).

Assessment of C > A mutations in HSPC clones with increased mutation load
To statistically investigate the ratio of observed and expected mutations and the percentage of C > A mutations in the HSPC clones

with an increased mutation load, a t test was applied from both data types to the HSCT donor and recipient clones that had an ex-

pected mutation load and the clones with an increased mutation load.

Mutational profile and signature analysis
We used an in-house developed R package (MutationalPatterns) (Blokzijl et al., 2018) to analyze mutational patterns. First, we ex-

tracted the 96-mutation profiles per sample. Then, we performed de novo mutational signature extraction on our data from HSCT

donors and recipients, combined with healthy adult and pediatric tissue (Blokzijl et al., 2018; Osorio et al., 2018). The five extracted

mutational patterns were compared to the COSMIC v3 signatures (Tate et al., 2019) together with our previously identified HSPC

signature (Osorio et al., 2018) and based on their cosine similarities (> 0.9), three signatures were substituted by SBS signature 1,

5 and ‘HSPC’, resulting in SBS1, SBS5, HSPC, SBS18-like and SBSA. These signatures were subsequently refitted to the HSCT

data, resulting in absolute contribution values. SBSA was compared to existing signatures (COSMIC v3; Tate et al., 2019) and sig-

natures from Kucab et al. (2019) using cosine similarity of the 96-mutation profiles.

A modified version of the ‘‘calculate_lesion_segregation’’ function of MutationalPatterns was used to perform the Wald–Wolfowitz

runs test for lesion segregation analysis, as described by Aitken et al. (2020), where the number of mutations and number of runs was

pulled over samples in a group, before running the test. The baseline samples of individuals 40 years or older were used to ensure a

sufficient number of mutations per sample. P values were corrected for multiple testing using Benjamini & Hochberg (FDR) correction

(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

Broader context of C > ApA mutations
To assess the broader context of C > ApA mutations of the SBSA signature, all C > ApA mutations were extracted from HSCT

HSPCs with more than 70% contribution of SBSA and for the 875 and 260 mm potassium bromate signatures from Kucab et al.

(2019). Next, for each sample the bases 10bp upstream (position �10) to 10 bp downstream (+10) of the mutated C (position 0)

of these C > ApA mutations were extracted from the reference genome, and for each position the relative frequency of each of

the 4 bases was calculated. The river plots were subsequently created for position �4 untill +4 by the R riverplot package v0.6

(Weiner, 2017).

Strand, genomic enrichment and replication bias analysis
We used the ‘‘‘‘mut_matrix_stranded’’ (with option ‘‘mode= ‘replication’ for replication direction), ‘‘strand_occurrences’’ and

‘‘strand_bias_test’’ functions of the in-house developed R package (MutationalPatterns) to determine transcription and replication

strand bias (Blokzijl et al., 2018). We used the ‘‘genomic_distribution’’ and ‘‘enrichment_depletion_test’’ functions from the same

package to analyze enrichment in genomic regions and early, mid and late replication regions. Gencode v33 was used to determine

genomic regions (Frankish et al., 2019). Protein coding genes with the ‘‘appris_principal’’ tag were selected and the 100 bp around

the 50 end of genes was used as the transcription start site (TSS).

Processing of in vitro treated human umbilical cord blood cells
From cord blood sample CB22 (frozen), 1 ganciclovir treated clone, three foscarnet treated clones and three clones treated with

both foscarnet and ganciclovir were sequenced. From cord blood sample CB25 (fresh) three untreated clones and three gan-

ciclovir treated clones were sequenced. Library preparation, sequencing to 15X and data processing was performed as

described above. In addition, only mutations observed in individual clones of a sample were considered to filter out in vitro ac-

quired mutations.

Potential impact of mutational signatures
Calculating the probability of a mutation being caused by the signatures that contributed to that sample was done similar to Morga-

nella et al. (2016). In short, the contributions of each signature to the sample weremultiplied by the chance of each signature to induce

a mutation of the mutation type and trinucleotide context of the driver mutation. These values were summed. The fraction that each

signature contributed to the summed value was multiplied by 100 to get a probability in percentages.

The potential impact analysis from the new version of the MutationalPatterns package was used. In short, all the potential

mutations in the coding sequence of 38 blood cancer driver genes were determined for each of the 96 mutation types. For

each gene, the transcript with the longest combined coding sequence was used. For each mutation type the number of syn-

onymous, missense and stop-gain mutations were then counted. A weighted sum over the 96 mutation types was then per-

formed to determine the number of synonymous, missense and stop-gain mutations per signature, using the signature contri-

butions as weights.
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Random Forest
The ‘‘randomForest’’ function (option na.action = na.roughfix) of the randomForest R package v4.6-14 (Liaw and Wiener, 2002) was

used to train the random forest. The input data for each single base substitution was as follows. (1) the �10:+10 nucleotide context,

each position as a separate factor. (2) The distance to the nearest TSS and gene body (see above) and simple repeat calculated by

‘‘bedtools closest -d’’ (Quinlan and Hall, 2010). (3) The average Repliseq score from B lymphocytes obtained from ENCODE calcu-

lated by ‘‘bedtools intersect -wa -loj’’ (Wavelet-smoothed Signal bigWig, samples: Gm06990, Gm12801, Gm12812, Gm12813,

Gm12878) (Davis et al., 2018). (4) The transcriptional strand bias calculated by comparing the DNA strand of the overlapping

gene (‘‘bedtools intersect -wa -loj’’) with the strand of themutated pyrimidine. (5) Gene expression of the overlapping gene (‘‘bedtools

intersect -wa -loj’’). RNA-seq expression levels obtained from HSCs of the Blueprint DCC Portal (TPM value of ‘‘Transcription quan-

tification (Genes)’’ files, samples: C002UUB1, C07002T1, C12001RP1) (Stunnenberg et al., 2016). (6) Reference and alternative allele.

Results of bedtools intersect/closest was merged using ‘‘bedtools merge.’’ Mutations prediction was done by the ‘‘predict’’ function

of the randomForest package. Mutation coordinates of reference genome hg38 were transferred to hg19 using UCSC’s liftOver.

Mutation datasets
The data of a knock-out ofOGG1 in the human neuroblastoma cell line CHP134 was courteously provided by JanMolenaar (M.L. van

den Boogaard, personal communication). Access to the WGS data of the 3668 Dutch metastases cohort from the Hartwig Medical

Foundation can be requested at https://www.hartwigmedicalfoundation.nl/en/applying-for-data/. The CHIP and SCT databases

were extracted from the supplemental information of the publications listed in Table 1 of Burns and Kapur (2020). The normal aging

dataset used as control for the RF was extracted from the supplementary table of Lee-Six et al. (2018). The AML relapse data were

obtained from Christopher et al. (2018) and Stratmann et al. (2021). Data on the post-HSCT neoplasms were obtained from Berger

et al. (2018) andGondek et al. (2016). The authors of Stratmann et al. (2021) provided us with all (unverified) genomic calls of the AML-

relapses in their dataset that arose after HSCT. Upon suggestion of the authors, these were tested for COSMIC sequencing artifacts

signatures. Each sample for which these artifacts contributed more than 20% were excluded from further analyses. Mutations were

transferred to hg19 using UCSC’s liftOver. The aging CHIP dataset was obtained from Bick et al. (2020).

Construction of the phylogenetic lineage tree
To reconstruct the hematopoietic lineage tree of patient PMC11396 and HSCT recipients (Figure S4H), we compared the somatic

base substitutions between whole-genome sequenced HSPC clones, and PMC11396’s primary ALL and tAML, using previously

published data analysis pipelines (Osorio et al., 2018). To obtain base substitutions filtering was slightly altered compared to all other

analyses to include mutations that were acquired during early embryonic development. When a control sample was available we

included mutations with sub-clonal (VAF < 0.3) evidence in the paired control sample that were either clonally present or completely

absent in all the clones. To still filter out germline mutations, only mutations that were confidently absent in at least one sample of a

patient were included, only mutations for which all samples passed QCwere considered, andmutations that were clonally present in

all samples or subclonal in any samples were removed. All shared base substitutions weremanually inspected. To summarize shared

base substitutions, we created a binarymutation table. To construct the lineage trees, lineage distances were calculated using binary

method, clones were hierarchically clustered using average method and plotted usingR.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Sample and mutation numbers are indicated in the figures. For estimation of the slope of age-related mutagenesis in normal HSPCs,

a linear mixed-effects model was used, taking donor dependency into account. To assess statistical significance of lesion segrega-

tion the Wald- Wolfowitz runs test was performed. The statistical significance of transcription and replication strand bias

was assessed by the Exact Poisson test (stats::poisson.test, R) and the statistical significance of genomic enrichment and depletion

in regions of different replication timing was done by binomial testing (MutationalPatterns::binomial_test, R). The increase in percent-

age of C > A mutations in cells with an increased mutation burden was assessed with the Wilcoxon test. A Wilcoxon test was also

used to compare g-H2AX levels in in vitro treated cord blood cells. P values were Benjamini & Hochberg (FDR) corrected for multiple

testing (R stats::p.adjust, option ‘method = ‘‘fdr’’’).

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

This study is registered in the Dutch Trial Register under study no. NL7585 (https://www.trialregister.nl).
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